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that: Brain’s matter composes of self-organized varieties of neuronal 
web loops connectivity that use self-generate electrical power to 
process inseparable waves of Minds’ biophysical matter units related 
to any per life event at any unit of time. Will of Mind regulates distinct 
personalize quantal formal and informal computer-analog programs 
of authentic life event scenarios due to any per interval of one’s 
given life span. Will regulatory centers voluntarily use algorithmic 
instructions encoded with biophysical information units to process 
speed-related personalize task-oriented orders prescribing tranquil life 
event scenarios. The latter produce inputs running via ion channels 
of neuronal membrane webs connectivity guiding and controlling the 
inseparable Body-Brain-Mind cognitive, emotional and behavioral 
outputs producing daily function. 

Thus the Will of Mind operates under two diverse dynamic 
autonomous physiological conditions, at motion-excitation and 
at inertia-inhibition to navigate and control threshold constraints 
from lower-to-upper and vice versa levels of circadian cycles 
throughout day- and nighttime body operational ranges (BOR) within 
homeostatic frames of reference. The Mind obeys laws of Physics 
to generate biophysical information units out of translated physical 
environmental and social information units. Actually they derive from 
reflected macro images or emitted sounds or lights of macro objects, 
subjects and life event scenarios processed from resonate outer 
biosensors. These physical raw of authentic information units induce 
equipotent metabolic energy production, absorb and translate physical 
into streams of biophysical units attaching them to ionic waves. The 
latter process them through neuronal webs connectivity into working 
memory centers where they undergo reprocessing with subspecialized 
Mind properties for on spot operations or were referred into memory 
repositories for inert storage.3

In all, the human Mind is an autonomous product of continuous 
selection and cultivation of relevant neutral and tranquil information 
units guiding daily subjects’ adaptation and survival. It actively 
reprocesses raw information through recognition, analysis, 
classifications to generate new forms of information units thereby 
engaging in the build-up of a Brain physical medium of ties with 
new neurons via which Mind operates under working diurnal 
excitation BOR and nighttime sleeping BOR. Hence an inseparable 

Brain matter is an electro generating physical medium acting like 
hardware for biophysical Mind matter serving as its software for all 
Mind subspecialties.4 Under these basal premises, Will (voluntarily) 
regulates biophysical Mind subspecialties driving daily BOR for 
correcting types of macro biophysical physiological deregulations 
creating pathological grounds for tumors emergence, urging subjects 
enter to sustain rectify homeostatic regulations.

The novelty in addressing a useful algorithmic approach in 
correcting personalize deregulations is a breakthrough in terms of Will 
managing technologic-like biophysical Mind (Mental) operations. It 
means that the concise theory of the macro biophysical physiological 
Mind allows placing its elementary professional practical design for 
retraining subjects at risk for deregulations, self-mastering regulatory 
processes for recovery and sustenance of it in the long-run for a good 
quality of life.5 
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Introduction
A new homeostatic inseparable unity of Body-Brain-Mind’s macro 

biophysical physiological information processing with speed-related 
body operational ranges (BOR), represents Mental (Mind) Health 
respectively.1 Hence, in contrast, persistent exposure to external stress-
inducing or previously perceived like personal risk factors bombard 
the working memory, causing 100% of micro/macro biophysical 
physiological distress within human organisms, mutating vulnerable 
genes that deregulate the overall macro biophysical physiological 
information processes. The Will of Mind voluntarily processes 
external information acquired across daytime working circadian 
cycles regulating given neuronal webs connectivity of the Brain.2 
In fact, Mental Disorders define deregulations across Body-Brain-
Mind’s paradigms driving abnormal BOR stages due to abnormal 
wired neuronal webs connectivity with an automatic Mind. It follows 
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